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         Full-Stack Developer 
 

 

ashkan1991azimi@gmail.com 
(+44)7418354868 
Company website onlineceo.org 
Personal website 
ashkanazimi.info 

 
I was born in 1991 & started the OnlineCEO 
developer company in 2015, we built many 
platforms & startups in different fields, such as 
large-scale platforms, Web apps, Native apps, 
Robotic & IoT automation, crypto exchange and, 
blockchain development. 
 right now we are continuously building more and 
improving the built ones. 
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SKILLS 

"Java Script" 
"Type Script" 
"Python" 
"C++" 
"Solidity" 
"Tailwindcss" 
"SQL / MySQL" 
"Html / CSS" 
"React" 
"React Native" 
"Expo" 
"Nextjs" 
"Django" 
"Raspberry Pi" 
"Arduino" 
"Figma" 
"Git" 
 
 
 
LANGUAGE 

"English" 
"Turkish" 
"Persian" 
 

 WORK EXPERIENCE 

 
CEO & Owner [ 2015 - 2023 ] 
 
ONLINE CEO Company  
Design & develop Software, web Apps, Android, IOS & 
Windows Apps. build startup ideas and Robotic 
Automation to the industrial bases. 
 Address : IRAN - Urmia 
 
UI & Ux Designer [ 2016 - 2023 ] 
Design platform and software based on user experience 
& Design rules such as Golden ratio & natuer base, 
Friendly & easy to use. 
 
Front End Developer [ 2019 - 2023 ] 
Develop front End over the world for different countries 
with JavaScript & top style methods & languages on high 
ranking frameworks such as React, Next, React Native 
 
Back End Developer [ 2020 - 2023 ] 
My company has developed a backend with python 
programming Language on Django Framework with SQL 
databases since the beginning, but to be a full stack 
developer I start to do it on my own 
 
Project Manager [ 2015 - 2023 ] 
I have a team that includes experienced developers to 
handle the large-scale project & I manage them by 
myself from start to end. 
 
Digital marketing [ 2018 - 2023 ] 
Most of our developed Software & platform are released 
in production mode with powerful SEO, color 
Psychology, theme, and typography rules, even we can 
support product ads & market requirements for our 
customers 
 
Robotic automation [ 2018 - 2023 ] 
build platforms for Robotic & IoT automation, to control 
& monitor farms, factories, &, etc, Online from the web 
with high-definition of details with machine Learning 
and artificial intelligence support. 
 
Blockchain Development [ 2020 - 2023 ] 
build platforms for crypto exchange company, token on 
ethereum and bitcoin blockchain. 
 
  

  

 


